. While the origin of the J-V hysteresis is still on debate, the movement of ionic species has been widely accepted to play an essential role in it 12, 13 . Basically, the movements of ionic vacancies can generate a net charge accumulation in certain areas and produces a balancing internal counterfield. As the characteristic time of this process is of the same order of magnitude as the potential scanning time, this phenomenon can result in the well-known J-V hysteresis. Meanwhile, the ionic migration is also found to have important influences on the long-term stability of perovskite 14 .
Consequently, the researches on the fundamental mechanism of ionic transport are essential for further improvements of perovskite optoelectronic devices 15, 16 . In past few years, the movements of methyl ammonium (MA + ) and halide ions (vacancy) in lead halide perovskite have been theoretically simulated by several groups with different computational methodologies, producing a large range of activation energies (E A ) 15, 16 . The theoretically computed E A ranges from 0.36 eV to 0.84 eV for MA + and from 0.08 eV to 0.6 eV for halide ions 12, [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] . While the activation energy for halide ions is relatively smaller, it still overlaps largely with the E A for MA +24 . Therefore, in additional to the experimentally recorded E A (~ 0.17 eV -0.6 eV) 16, 21 , more convincing evidences are highly desirable to determine the movable species in MAPbX 3 perovskites.
The recent first-principle calculations show that three vacancy transport mechanisms involve conventional hopping between neighbouring positions in MAPbX 3 perovskites 16 . As illustrated in Fig. 1 The perovskite crystals were synthesized with a one-step solution processed precipitation method (see methods, Figure S1 and S2). The synthesized microplates were irradiated with electron beam (E-beam) in an E-beam writer (Raith, E-line, 5-30 kV, Figure S3 ). Basically, there are two types of electron-specimen interactions, i.e. the knock-on damage and the radiolysis [25] [26] [27] . In case of low energy electron beam irradiation (LEEBR), the latter one is the dominant mechanism. Due to the weak bond between edge atoms and the surrounding lattices, the E-beam irradiation usually induces the desorption of a small fraction of bromide. As a result, some Pb 2+ are reduced to Pb 0 atoms, which aggregate at the surfaces and edges of perovskite microplate. Importantly, the LEEBR will generate negative charge accumulation 28 and induce a large number of bromide vacancies V * Br inside the perovskite microplate 29, 30 .
Such kind of vacancies can function as potentials for the ions outside the irradiated region.
The above radiolysis process has been verified with the X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy More interestingly, owing to the mature nanofabrication technique 26, 31 , the sizes and positions of irradiated areas have the possibility to be precisely controlled. As a result, periodic local potentials can be easily pattered in situ with an E-beam writer. The direction of the potentials is defined with an angle between the lattice direction and the crystal side (see the schematic picture in Fig. 3a) . For a single potential, the Br -ions outside the irradiated region will be attracted and move towards it (see Fig.3b ). During this process, the new vacancies generated by the ion migration will be quickly filled by the ions along the same movement direction and finally averaged out by the whole microplate. When four potentials are introduced (see points 1-4 in Fig. 3c ), the situation becomes quite complicated. The vacancies at most positions such as point 5 can be filled by ions along at least two directions (marked by red arrows) and thus similar to the case with single potential. However, the situation at the special point, marked as 0 in Fig. 3c , is totally different. At this point, the Br -ions can be attracted by four potentials and move to points 1-4. Since the random ion migration without external potentials is much slower and is negligible, no additional Br -can replenish the vacancies and thus some Pb 2+ are reduced to Pb 0 atoms at point-0. As a result, even though the point has not been irradiated by the E-beam, additional nanoparticles are possibly formed on the top surface at the region around it.
The newly generated nanoparticles can be detected by AFM. Thus they can be a very important clue to determine the directions of ion migrations in real experiments. Following the first-principle calculations, although the Br -ions migrate along an octahedron direction, the directions of displacements follow the <110> and its normal direction well 16 . For the MAPbBr 3 microplate, these directions are the diagonals of the square microplate (See Fig. 3a) .
Therefore, if the four potentials are aligned along the sides of microplates (<100> and <010>
directions, see Fig. 3a ), the potentials are introduced to attract Br -ions along the <110> and its orthogonal directions. As no additional Br -ions replenish the newly generated vacancies, the additional nanoparticles can be formed at the center of the square. In case that four potentials are aligned along the other direction, the ionic migration is quite difficult to follow particular directions. As a result, the Br ions at position-0 will not be depleted. Only four groups of nanoparticles can be formed at positions 1-4 and the center shall be very clean.
Even if the theoretical predictions are not correct, the Br -ions can either migrate isotropically in all directions or transport along all of the crystal directions. In case of isotropic migration, the additional nanoparticle group shall be observed at any  value. For the latter one, the additional nanoparticles can be found at the other crystal directions such as <100> direction.
Based on the above discussion, the MAPbBr 3 microplate was irradiated by E-beam with an accelerated voltage of 20 kV, dose of 500 C cm -2 . The diameters of the irradiated circles and the side length of square are designed as 1.5 m and 4 m, respectively. And the direction of square was designed along the side of microplate with  = 0 o . The morphology of the microplate has been examined by AFM after the irradiation. The result is plotted in Fig. 3d .
Four groups of nanoparticles can be clearly seen at the irradiation regions, consistent with the previous reports well 26 . Interestingly, an additional group of nanoparticles appeared at the center of the square, where the MAPbBr 3 perovskite was not irradiated by the E-beam at all.
In additional to the morphology, the current-AFM (c-AFM) has also been used to investigate the irradiated MAPbBr 3 microplate (see methods). As shown in Fig.3f , the irradiated position such as position-1 has much stronger photocurrent than the current at un-irradiated position-5
(background value). Following the previous report, the increased photocurrent is attributed to the formation of Pb nanoparticles 26 . This information can be further confirmed by the photocurrent at position-0. Even though it was also not irradiated, the photocurrent was similar to the one at position-1 and much larger than the background value at position-5.
Therefore, the additional group of nanoparticles at position-0 can confirm the ion migration along the <110> and its orthogonal directions in the MAPbBr 3 microplate. This is consistent with the first-principle calculations well and confirms that the Br -instead of the MA + are the movable species.
In order to exclude the other possibilities of ion migrations, we have increased the angle of the "built-in" potentials and studied the morphology of top surface after the LEEBR. C cm -2 ), or 20 kV (dose 500 C cm -2 ) in Figure S4 . Similar phenomena also holds true when the separation distance between two nearby potentials changes from 4 m to 6 m, 7 m and 8 m in Figure S5 . However, once the direction  changes from 0 o , the additional Pb nanoparticle groups disappear in in Figure S6 . As a result, we can conclude that the orientational ionic transport is quite generic and robust in lead halide perovskite.
In summary, we have experimentally studied the orientational ion migrations in single crystalline MAPbBr 3 microplates. By introducing well defined local potentials into the microplate, we experimentally observed that the ion migration along <110> and its orthogonal directions are much easier than the others. These experimental observations are consistent with the first-principle calculations very well and verified the preferred ionic migration directions for the very first time. This research will be important for understanding of ionic transport in lead halide perovskite and further optimizing the lead halide perovskite based optoelectronic devices. Meanwhile, the "built-in" potentials can also be applied in many other materials as an additional way to characterize or change their local characteristics.
Methods:
The synthesis of MAPbBr 3 microplates: we have experimentally synthesized 
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Orientational migration of halide ion in lead halide Figure S4 . From the morphology analysis, the ions migration shows an independence on accelerating voltages. This is because that the Br escapes from the surface in the form of Br 2 upon interaction between electron beams with perovskite according to Knotek-Feibelman (K-F) mechanism. And then, the vacancies of Br -ions forms on the local sites to break the balance of crystal structure, which induces the hopping migration of Br ions in neighbor to ions vacancies along a path with the lowest barrier. Therefore, this kind of ions migration observed in AFM images is not in relation to the electron beams, but just to the number and arrangement of ions vacancies created by electron beams. Similar phenomena also holds true when the separation distance between two potentials changes from 4 m to 6 m, 7 m and 8 m in Figure S5 . Herein, the patterns was irradiated by electron beam lithography with an accelerated voltage of 20 kV, dose of 500 C cm -2 . The designed circle radius is 0.75 μm. Several directions ( were investigated for the influences on ions migration. As shown in Figure S6 , once the direction  changes from 0 o , the additional Pb nanoparticle groups disappear at the center of four patterns. This is an importance demonstration for the direction of ions migration in perovskite crystal. 
